Library Resources for Grades 9-12

**Creativebug**
An inspirational resource for crafters and makers, featuring arts and crafts video classes taught by experts.

**CultureGrams**
Offers detailed cultural reports, images, maps, and statistics for over 200 nations as well as every U.S. state.

**Driving-Tests.org**
Ohio-specific driver’s license practice tests and manuals. Prepare for the written examination required to obtain your Ohio driver’s license.

**Explora Secondary**
Information about popular and timely topics geared toward older students. A trustworthy resource to find grade-appropriate articles and facts for reports, class projects, and homework.

**Hobbies & Crafts Reference Center**
Find “how-to” instructions and creative ideas to meet the interests of virtually every hobby enthusiast.

**NewsBank**
Explore and stay informed on local, national and international topics, people and events with information from credible, vetted U.S. and global news sources, including Ohio newspapers.

**NoveList Plus**
What should I read next? Read reviews, explore genres, get recommendations based on your reading interests, find author, title, and series read-alikes, and discover new favorites.

**Points of View**
Discover multiple sides of today’s most controversial scientific, social, economic, and political issues. Learn an issue’s background, points, counterpoints, and critical analysis.

**Science Reference Center**
Your go-to resource for biology, chemistry, earth & space science, environmental science, health & medicine, life science, physics, technology, wildlife and more.

**Transparent Language Online (BYKI)**
Build listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills in a foreign language. Over 100 languages to choose from.

**Khan Academy**
www.khanacademy.org
Created by experts, Khan Academy’s library of trusted, standards-aligned practice and lessons covers math K-12 through early college, grammar, science, history, AP®, SAT®, and more. It’s all free for learners and teachers.

**Hoopla**
www.delawarelibrary.org/digital
App with audiobooks, ebooks, television, and movies.

**Libby**
www.delawarelibrary.org/digital
App with audiobooks and ebooks for all ages.

**Kanopy**
delawarelibrary.kanopy.com
Kanopy offers thousands of movies, including documentaries, classics, indie films, hard-to-find titles, and film festival favorites.